PDPOA Landscape Debris Pickup Policy

The PDPOA does provide a landscape debris pick-up program for homeowners who choose to perform their yard work themselves.

1. Leaves, pine straw, grass clippings, or similar debris must be placed in biodegradable bags or plastic cans for debris pickup. There is a limit of 10 of bags. If the debris is not packaged properly, it will not be picked up.

2. Branches, limbs, and fronds must not exceed three feet in length and the debris pile may not exceed 1 cubic yard (3’ x 3’ x 3’). There is a limit of 1 debris pile.

3. This service is for yard debris generated by property owners only. Any landscapers must dispose of any debris they create.

4. Leaves and loose debris are not to be blown into the streets at any time.

Place bags streetside in the PDPOA right-of-way after 5 p.m. on Tuesdays. Pickup will begin at 7:00 am every Wednesday and will continue into Thursday, if necessary. Additionally, if there is a severe storm or other issue, special arrangements will be made.

As a courtesy to our Maintenance Department, we encourage owners to use more bags/cans rather than excessively filling fewer bags/cans and causing extreme weight in any single bag or can.